Meet the Masters
April Program

Grade 2

Non - Objective Art - Color

Helen Frankenthaler "Alloy"
Mark Rothko "Orange and Tan"
About the Artist:
See the following pages.
Artwork Overview:
See the following pages.
Topics for Discussion:
1. How is "Alloy" similar to "Orange and Tan"? How is it different?
2. Explain why these paintings are considered "non-objective", (they do not look like an
object)
3. Are the colors in these paintings warm or cool?
4. How do you feel when you look at these paintings?
Hands-on Art Activity:
Materials:

Painting in Large Areas of Color

Paper or white board (ll'x 14") or larger
Tempera paint (bottles) limited colors
Paint containers (egg cartons)
Large paint brushes
Water tubs
Paper towels
Newspaper (place under each painting)

Teacher Preparation: This can be messy, Make sure students wear smocks. You will
also need to move desks so the students can work on the floor.
Directions:
1. Discuss the use of large areas of color on the paper. The whole sheet can be
filled with color.
2. Sign the front on the bottom, right before beginning to paint.
3. Paint large areas of paint then carefully blend the edges together to produce soft
flowing areas.
4. Paintings will be heavy and wet, allow to dry before moving.

Women Artists
Helen Frankenthaler, Alloy
these artists, a pioneer in Abstract Expressionism,
Robert Motherwell.
The abstract landscape Mountains and Sea, perhaps Frankenthaler's most important work, was
painted in 1952. Here, she introduced the spontaneity of Abstract Expressionism to the unique
possibilities of a brand new technique called staining or Color-Field painting. Until this time, the
artist's canvas had been a field or ground upon
which paint was applied as a surface treatment.
But Frankenthaler poured her heavily-diluted oil
paints onto raw, unprimed canvas. The pigments
soaked into the canvas, staining the fibers of the
material. The paint did not rest merely on the surface of the work; instead, it invited the viewer into
and beneath the surface where the color seemed to
move everywhere. There were no brushstrokes.
The color seemed almost luminescent, filled with
its own light, and the total effect was very emotional. This revolutionary style became Frankenthaler's hallmark. An entire generation of artists
followed her lead, and Color-Field painting continued in the art community for over twenty years.

Helen Frankenthaler, American, 1928Alloy, 1967, acrylic on cotton duck, 118 x 64M6-in.
Collection Walker Art Center, Minneapolis
Gift of the grandchildren of Archie D. and Bertha H.
Walker, 1971

The Artist

The Art

Abstract Expressionism has been seen as a maledominated art movement, its typical image represented by the hard-living, anxiety-ridden Jackson
Pollock who was its father. This image was not becoming to women, especially American women of
the 1950's who were led to believe that their place
was behind the white picket fence, taking care of a
husband and family. Nevertheless, several women
became prominent in this Modern movement, and
among these was Helen Frankenthaler, the ambitious and privileged youngest child of a New
York Supreme Court judge.
From the beginning, the young Helen was encouraged to go into art. It was her major at a wellrespected women's college, and she later attended
several outstanding art schools where she met and
worked with influential artists of the time.
Through her family and extensive trips throughout
Europe, she was able to make valuable contacts in
the art world to further her career. One of these
was Jackson Pollock who, along with Kandinsky,
she credits as having been the most important influence on her work.
By the age of twenty-five, Frankenthaler was acknowledged as a major young painter of the New
York School. Her works were widely shown and enthusiastically acclaimed by critics and fellow artists. From 1958 to 1971, she was married to one of

In 1963, Frankenthaler changed from oil paints to
acrylics. Because the acrylics did not seep as easily
into the weave of the fabric, the edges of her
painted forms tended to be crisper. This more controlled effect is apparent in Alloy (118 x 64Vi6-in.)
painted in 1967 on unprimed canvas.
The shapes are simplified and the colors are
denser. Every shape except the corner blue triangle butts up against another. The warm yelloworange center form is squeezed like a tube of
toothpaste between the larger, more stable shapes
of salmon and tan on either side. Yet the contours
of the livelier yellow shape adjust easily to these
pressing shapes. The areas of unpainted canvas
are just as significant and meaningful to the total
composition as the poured color shapes. "When a
picture needs blank canvas to breathe a certain
way, I leave it," said Frankenthaler in an interview.
The orientation of Alloy underwent a change from
its first showing. Though we now see it in a vertical position, anchored at the bottom by the deep
blue triangle, writing on the stretcher indicates
that it was first intended to be seen in a horizontal
format, with the tan at the bottom.
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Helen Frankenthaler, Alloy
Guided Analysis

ness in the center shape, and the outline is often
diffused and soft.These fuzzy outbursts focus the
energy rather than scatter it.
The composition of Alloy is compact, and the wedging of the shapes is reminiscent of the stones in a
Roman arch, held in place by the weight and pressure of the bordering forms.

Style:

Helen Frankenthaler is most often referred to as a
second generation Abstract Expressionist. She was
influenced as a student at Bennington College by
Paul Freely, a teacher who exposed her to Cubism.
Soon after, she was introduced to Arshile Gorky
and Jackson Pollock, the two main forerunners of
the Abstract Expressionism movement.
In the early 1950's, she broke away from both the
Cubist philosophy which limited her ideas of space
and the seemingly disorganized dripping and spattering of Pollack. She developed the freer, more
original style of Color-Field painting. Her methods
reflected the spontaneity of Pollock's work but
showed a more formal approach which was very
emotional and expressive in its treatment of color,
shape, and space.

Expressive Properties:

In a single word, what is the yellow-orange shape
feeling? Surrounded, squeezed, supported, caredfor, hugged. If it could say something to the other
shapes, what might that be? What means does the
artist use to suggest these feelings? Describe a
time when you might have felt like the center
shape; like the salmon-colored shape. What might
the dark blue triangle be feeling?
The colors of the forms are translucent and uneven. Imagine the colors as flat, dense, and even.
How would the effect change? What if the colors
themselves were changed so that the two border
shapes were black and the center shape a pale yellow? Reverse these colors: what is the mood now?

Technique:

Helen Frankenthaler, like Pollock before her,
generally works on unrolled cotton duck canvas
tacked to the floor. Because she moves around all
sides of the painting, it is possible, as with Alloy,
that the final decision about the top and bottom of
the painting is open and changeable. "What was
the real top and the real bottom, which way did it
work best?" she asked.
Working above the painting as it lies on the floor
gives Frankenthaler an aerial view. She pours her
diluted pigments from a pail onto the canvas, then
moves it around with sponges, squeegees, or even
her hands. She paints to the edges of the canvas,
then wraps the painted edges around the
stretcher, continuing the composition off the front
surface and over the sides.

Judgment:

What does alloy mean? Why do you think Frankenthaler gave this title to her painting?
Comparison:

Some critics have called Alloy a sculptural piece.
In what ways can this piece be compared to a sculpture? In a sense, the paint has "thickness" as the
paint is infused into the fabric itself which has its
own dimension; although it is not apparent here,
the painting extends around the edges of the wood
stretcher, giving it added form; the shapes have
weight and solidity, balancing and supporting each
other like three-dimensional forms.
How is Alloy similar to Georgia O'Keeffe's White
Trumpet Flower? Like the flower, the shapes in
Alloy are large, organic and striking in their
simplicity; there is a sense of movement in both; the
attention in both is commanded by the central
shape.

Elements and Principles of Design:
There is a great deal of movement in Alloy. The
shapes bend and push into one another on the surface and into the fabric itself. Also, the colors appear to move both forward and back within the
shallow space. "Different areas, colors, portions,
lines, corners, sides can move in space while clearly, at the same time, they are resting smack flat
next to each other," says the artist. Which shape
appears the closest to you? Which is furthest
away? What do you think helps create this sensation? co/or, size. Can you make your eye "push" a
forward color back or bring a retiring color forward?
Lines are created in this painting by the contours
of the forms, yet there are little explosions of soft-

Special thanks to Jackie Copeland and David Henry,
Walker Art Center, for their generous time, support, and
assistance.
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(1903 -1970)
Mark Rothko's life began and ended with tragedy. But in between, this troubled genius produced some of the most provocative, original
artworks of the century. His luminous canvases are unlike anything done before or since,
and they represent a new way of thinking
about and looking at painting.
Marcus Rothkowitz was born in Russia in 1903,
the son of a Jewish pharmacist. Life for Jews
was harsh in Czarist Russia, and the family
emigrated to America in 1913. But only seven
months after Marcus arrived in America, his
father died and the family was left alone in a new and unfamiliar land. All the family
members, including the children, were forced to go to work. Despite the hardships of this
new life, Marcus excelled at school. He finished high scool in only three years and won a
scholarship to Yale University. For a time, he considered a career as an engineer. But in
1923, he dropped out of Yale to "bum about." One day, wandering into a New York City
art class to meet a friend, he observed the students sketching the model and immediately
decided to pursue a career in art. He began taking anatomy classes while supporting
himself with odd jobs. Looking back, Rothko would say: "I became a painter because I
wanted to raise painting to the level of poignancy of music and poetry."
This he did. Although early in his career Rothko painted primarily conventional landscapes and urban scenes, his work rapidly changed and matured. Heavily influenced by
cubists like Picasso and Max Weber, Rothko developed an interest in abstraction. In the
1920s and 1930s, Rothko experimented with many different styles and mediums. The real
breakthrough came in the late 1940s and early 1950s. During this period, Rothko began to
replace objects and images with fields of pure color. To Rothko, color was a way to express,
as he put it, "basic human emotions — tragedy, ecstasy, doom." His mature works feature
two or three rectangles of color stacked one above another. By virtually saturating the
canvas in layer after layer of wash, Rothko was able to make the rectangles appear
luminous. Through a rich and subtle variation in the sizes and colors of the rectangles,
Rothko expresses a wide range of emotions, moods and sensations. His best works seem
to give off a kind of inner light, and they have been compared to the works of Rembrandt,
whose paintings often emanated a "spiritual light." Acutely aware of the important relationship between his paintings and the viewer, Rothko often demanded control over the
setting in which his pictures were displayed. He once wrote: "A picture lives by companionship, expanding and quickening in the eyes of the sensitive observer. It dies by the same
token. It is therefore a risky act to send it out into the world."
Mark Rothko was subject to deep depressions, and his success as an artist did little to
comfort him. He often questioned his talent and approach. On the morning of February 25,
1970, he committed suicide in his studio.

